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“No book can be all things to all readers—but The Lemoncholy Life of Annie Aster 
succeeds resoundingly in being many delightful things that one does not ordinarily find 

tucked into the same cover: mystery, time travel, history, and gentle social commentary. 
Slyly mysterious, cleverly imaginative, wistfully romantic, and truly unforgettable.”

—NATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR, SOPHIE LITTLEFIELD

Annabelle Aster has discovered a curious thing behind her home in San Francisco—a 
letter box perched atop a picket fence.  � e note inside is blunt—“Trespass is dealt with 
at the business end of a shotgun in these parts!”—spurring some lively correspondence 
between the Bay Area orphan and her new neighbor, a feisty widow living in a nineteenth-
century Kansas wheat � eld.  

� e source of mischief is an antique door Annie installed at the rear of her house.  � e man 
who made the door—a famed Victorian illusionist—died under mysterious circumstances.  

Annie and her new neighbor, with the help of friends and strangers alike, must solve the 
mystery of what connects them across time before one of them is convicted of a murder 
that has yet to happen…and somehow already did.

SCOTT WILBANKS graduated summa cum laude from the University of Oklahoma 
and went on to become a U.S. gymnastics champion on vault. Scott’s husband, Mike, is a 
New Zealander by birth, and they split their time between the two countries while Scott 
is at work on his next stand-alone novel.
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The physics-bending charm of The Time Traveler’s Wife meets the curious mischief 
of The Eyre Affair in this unconventional and utterly enchanting debut novel…


